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Maria

Hello! :)
Chat Transcript for : Align with the Stars January 2018
Date : Jan. 9 2018
Kim Falconer (1:49) - I'm wondering if there is a pause button for the 'hold' music :)
Kim Falconer (1:50) - Happy to be here at UberC though
Kim Falconer (1:50) - BRB
Guillaume Maurice (1:51) - Hi all :)
Guillaume Maurice (1:54) - Hi Kim can you hear us. Both me & Jeannette said "Hi!".
Kim Falconer (1:55) - Sorry, just muted to do some typing, I'll be there ASAP! and yes, I can
hear!
Guillaume Maurice (1:56) - Woo-Hoo! Kim ;)
Kim Falconer (1:56) - Hi Fred! Hi Maria
Maria (1:56) - Hello! :)
Ming Chee (1:58) - chat is here
Jeannette Maw (1:59) - i'm waiting for it to call me
Denise (2:00) - Hello! Am I late? Denise Dixon
Ming Chee (2:00) - no Denise :)
Denise (2:00) - Thank you Ming...
Jeannette Maw (2:00) - I'm back!
Maria (2:00) - YAY!
Denise (2:01) - How are we doing this? I'm confused.
Maria (2:01) - Good quesstion
Maria (2:01) - question
Maria (2:01) - typing too fast
Maria (2:01) - I am not looking at my chart - does Kim have our charts or is this one where
we have to look at ours????
Denise (2:02) - Goodness, I am so lost already.
Maria (2:03) - I am lost too, Denise
Ming Chee (2:03) - I dont think call has officially started yet
Denise (2:03) - Yay. Happy to be lost with someone.
Denise (2:03) - Thanks again Ming...
Ming Chee (2:03) - Jeannette hasnt recorded yet I dont think lol
Fred Hardison (2:03) - IT has not started
Fred Hardison (2:03) - Just chatting
Maria (2:03) - Oh ok
Sofia Mona Lisa (2:04) - I’m new to uberchat. How do I get volume and or video?
Ming Chee (2:04) - we arent using video Sofia... can you hear Kim?
Jeannette Maw (2:04) - if you joined via your computer, Sofia, just make sure your audio is
on and you should hear us now
Guillaume Maurice (2:05) - Miss the TS music: "Talkshoe...recorded live!"
Maria (2:06) - Right! :) LOL
Maria (2:06) - We will have to have Jeannette say something sexy
Guillaume Maurice (2:06) - Ooooohhhhh!!! That would be soooooooo HOT!!!!!!!
Jeannette Maw (2:07) - lol
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Kim Falconer (2:07) - http://goodvibeastrology.com/upg/the-superior-conjunction-ofvenus/
Jeannette Maw (2:07) - I think we should have Guillaume record us an intro
Jeannette Maw (2:07) - :)
Jeannette Maw (2:07) - for real
Sofia Mona Lisa (2:07) - Yes, Ming and only by calling the number. Is this app only for chat?
Ming Chee (2:08) - there is an app and Im on the laptop and can hear this way too
Ming Chee (2:08) - Yes
Ming Chee (2:08) - me too
Maria (2:08) - me too!
Denise (2:09) - I have no idea what you are talking about... I've had my chart done, but I
know next to nothing about astrology.
Kim Falconer (2:09) - http://goodvibeastrology.com/mysterious-venus-cycles/
Jeannette Maw (2:09) - kids in background?
Maria (2:11) - Would love that!
Maria (2:11) - Where is the 11th house
Guillaume Maurice (2:12) - Here's my Natal Chart: http://goodvibeastrology.com/upg/gjmaka-triplefs-natal-chart-with-lines/
Maria (2:13) - Here's my Natal Chart
Maria (2:13) - http://goodvibeastrology.com/upg/maria-l-natal-chart-from-astro-com/
Maria (2:14) - Will Kim be giving us an idea on how it affects each of us?
Jeannette Maw (2:14) - thx for the link to your chart Maria
Renee Vos de Wael (2:14) - Hi all.
Guillaume Maurice (2:14) - Hi Renee.
Jeannette Maw (2:14) - Meg! Renee! Hi! :)
Meg Alexander (2:15) - Hi Jeannette
Parisa (2:15) - Here's mine if there is time...
Parisa (2:15) - http://goodvibeastrology.com/upg/parisa-natal-chart/
Guillaume Maurice (2:15) - Yes I can wait Kim.
Sofia Mona Lisa (2:16) - I added mine to the advanced area when I registered. 😀
Denise (2:16) - how do i upload my chart from my computer?
Guillaume Maurice (2:18) - Hi Megs :)
Denise (2:18) - ooo. I think I did it! How exciting. Look at me, all techno-savvy...
Guillaume Maurice (2:19) - It's your birthday soon Maria :)
Meg Alexander (2:20) - Hi Guillaume!
Meg Alexander (2:20) - yay denise - you go you!
Maria (2:20) - YES IT IS!
Jeannette Maw (2:22) - Guillaume, how come I'm not seeing your chart link?
Guillaume Maurice (2:23) - If you scroll back further you should see it. I put mine in before
Maria did.
Elizabeth (2:26) - Here is a link to my chart. Only if there is time. No specific questions. At
work and cannot speak actually!! http://goodvibeastrology.com/upg/elizabeth-chart/
Michael (2:26) - Kim has my chart. 'Michael"
Kim Falconer (2:28) - https://fractalenlightenment.com/43344/enlightening-video/realitynothing-hallucination-says-neuroscientist
Jeannette Maw (2:28) - my computer is going to restart I think
Jeannette Maw (2:28) - i may have to move to other one
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Denise (2:28) - I put mine up. I really know nothing about astrology. Just that someone told
me that I'm a Leo sun/Scorpio moon/Libra Rising/Cancer for Venus and Mars; and
something in Virgo? No idea what any of this means...
Elizabeth (2:31) - I am so loving this dialogue about filtered seeing.
Jeannette Maw (2:31) - :)
Michael (2:33) - Yes
Michael (2:33) - Yes mine is 4th house.
Denise (2:34) - I shared mine via this conferencing software, but I'm not sure if you can
access it?
Meg Alexander (2:35) - Sharing my chart as well - very much in beginner mind with this. :-)
Meg Alexander (2:35) - http://goodvibeastrology.com/upg/meg-alexander-natal-chart/
Ming Chee (2:35) - Great info on 4th house. Yay.
Michael (2:36) - I've asked myself would I prefer money or emotional love in my home? I've
answered money.
Sofia Mona Lisa (2:37) - Don’t know how to find the link on GVA. Wondering if this will work:
https://www.astro.com/cgi/showgif.cgi?lang=e&gif=astro_w2gw_eileen_taft.81224.9007.p
ng&res=63
Jeannette Maw (2:38) - http://goodvibeastrology.com/post-your-chart/
Jeannette Maw (2:38) - That link is for Denise and Sofia ... just seeing your questions about
uploading charts now ...
Meg Alexander (2:39) - Denise and Sofia - it was easy - just did it myself.
Guillaume Maurice (2:39) - Interesting that money was mentioned for my chart coz
tomorrow I have a Skype appt. with a Body Code Practitioner (Emotion Code) to look into
my Money Blocks.
Ming Chee (2:39) - Yay Guillaume
Meg Alexander (2:39) - Woohoo Guillaume
Guillaume Maurice (2:40) - ;)
Michael (2:40) - I've just sold a new painting through my home/studio, and received the
funds electronically thru my home studio. Feels great.
Jeannette Maw (2:41) - nice!
Elizabeth (2:42) - Yay Michael!
Meg Alexander (2:42) - Awesome Michael!
Guillaume Maurice (2:43) - Congrats to you Michael.
Michael (2:44) - Yes.
Guillaume Maurice (2:44) - Great reading Parisa.
Michael (2:44) - Thank you.
Elizabeth (2:44) - HI!
Elizabeth (2:45) - I can't talk as I am at work....ya
Parisa (2:45) - Thanks Guillaume! And Michael, that's fab news...Go Artists!
Elizabeth (2:45) - ohhhhhh what??!!
Guillaume Maurice (2:46) - Interesting about your Parisa, I've been wanting to study for a
degree in Canada (Quebec) & then live there after Graduation....just need loads of money.
Michael (2:46) - Thanks Parisa!
Elizabeth (2:46) - omg. holy cats.
Elizabeth (2:46) - I am NOW!!!
Guillaume Maurice (2:47) - Yes you are Elizabeth.
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Elizabeth (2:47) - i have chills.
Elizabeth (2:47) - Its working !
Parisa (2:48) - Do it Guillaume! I know it can be tough to raise funds but look for bursaries
and scholorship opportunites. Quebec is great, I have family there, and the UK is tough right
now (I'm from NI)
Guillaume Maurice (2:48) - Magic Eye call....FANTASTIC IDEA!!!!!! I'm in!!!! I have experience
in this area.
Elizabeth (2:48) - Thank you!
Guillaume Maurice (2:48) - I'm in the UK too Parisa (England).
Denise (2:50) - So funny.... I'm sitting here, like a kid waiting to be called on, in a
kindergarten class. I have that level of impatience. Wonder if that's in my chart. Just
frustrated because I still have no idea what anyone is talking about, and was hoping to have
my chart explained to me. Too funny.
Elizabeth (2:50) - makes total sense
Elizabeth (2:50) - my career and a big move
Elizabeth (2:51) - as an artist and a healer
Jeannette Maw (2:51) - Sorry about that, Denise! You're making me curious to see your
chart now and look for that aspect in it! lol
Jeannette Maw (2:51) - Denise, much of what Kim shares when looking at others charts can
still apply to us ... so listen for any statements that resonate
Jeannette Maw (2:52) - Your inner guidance will point to anything that applies or is helpful
to you, too! :)
Jeannette Maw (2:52) - But seriously, where can we see your chart, Denise? Have you
uploaded one to the site yet?
Elizabeth (2:52) - This makes SO much sense
Elizabeth (2:52) - It feels 100%
Elizabeth (2:52) - I am all about authenticity
Denise (2:52) - I uploaded to this site
Denise (2:53) - There is a file logo at the bottom of the screen
Elizabeth (2:53) - No I totally get this. it really resonates!
Elizabeth (2:53) - THANK You!
Denise (2:53) - It says Denise cart.png
Guillaume Maurice (2:53) - WOOOOOOOO!!!! WHAT WAS THAT????????
Elizabeth (2:53) - Best Assignment Ever.
Elizabeth (2:54) - I know I work so much.
Elizabeth (2:54) - I think I am finally geting in touch with permission to feel good.
Jeannette Maw (2:54) - I always skip that pose too
Elizabeth (2:54) - Thank you!!!
Jeannette Maw (2:55) - http://goodvibeastrology.com/upg/meg-alexander-natal-chart/
Michael (2:55) - Thank you Kim Jeannette Parisa for healing helpful session. Best wishes,
Michael
Elizabeth (2:56) - Must go Love to All! Thank you So much Kim!
Ming Chee (2:56) - Great call. Gotta go..
Denise (2:57) - If you look at the bottom of the software screen for uberconference.... my
chart was uploaded. If you look at the bottom right hand corner, there is a hang up call
button, a computer screen logo, a separator, and then the link to my chart...
Jeannette Maw (2:58) - Oh! I see it now!
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Jeannette Maw (2:58) - that's cool!
Denise (2:58) - Yay! I uploaded it again, just to make sure that I did it correctly...
Guillaume Maurice (2:59) - Megs is 1 year younger than me.
Jeannette Maw (2:59) - It maybe just took a moment to show up, because I saw it appear
right after you said where to look. YAY!
Jeannette Maw (2:59) - Oh, that's no fun, Meg.
Denise (2:59) - This is so funny. I'm not used to sitting for this long...
Jeannette Maw (2:59) - Feel better soon!
Jeannette Maw (2:59) - from shoveling injuries, Denise?
Jeannette Maw (2:59) - Or even before?
Denise (3:00) - No, I'm just always wanting to move. Lol...
Guillaume Maurice (3:01) - Like me....my Sun is my 9th house.
Jeannette Maw (3:03) - yay for that!
Guillaume Maurice (3:03) - It's like what Jeannette has stated on a few occasions:
"sometimes no action is the best action!"
Jeannette Maw (3:04) - :)
Meg Alexander (3:04) - haha - was in my PJs till 4:45
Guillaume Maurice (3:04) - You go girl!!!! ;)
Meg Alexander (3:05) - I have been working a little - and on calls
Meg Alexander (3:05) - Was on Jeanna's call in my PJs
Guillaume Maurice (3:05) - It's a pity I missed Jeanna's call; I was on my Skype meeting.
Parisa (3:06) - YES! That's so funny, podcasting has been something ive suddenly wanted to
do in the New Year :)
Meg Alexander (3:07) - Parisa, isn't that funny? I have been wanting to teach... just didn't
know how
Meg Alexander (3:07) - and I love listening to podcasts
Parisa (3:08) - i love to chat and explore and learn...podcasts are my fav
Denise (3:08) - Ooo... Loved hearing you get all fired up, Jeannette!
Jeannette Maw (3:08) - lol
Parisa (3:08) - great medium for teaching...you'll be great at it!
Meg Alexander (3:08) - Thank you :-)
Denise (3:10) - I don't have any wheels... I know really nothing here
Denise (3:10) - I'm muted...
Parisa (3:13) - Don't worry, lots of us have times of birth that are best guesses...you do your
best with what info you have.
Meg Alexander (3:14) - My Mom was born at home - same issue with her birth time
Meg Alexander (3:15) - Same with my sister - born on the way to the hospital
Denise (3:19) - Thank you so much!
Denise (3:19) - No way...
Meg Alexander (3:19) - Hahaha
Meg Alexander (3:20) - This is the year of home improvements for me
Meg Alexander (3:20) - Thank you Kim and Jeannette
Denise (3:20) - Me too Meg
Denise (3:20) - Thank you Kim and Jeannette
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